
 

 

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM 

TO: BURST GROUP 

FROM: RAUHA RAHKOLA 

SUBJECT: BURST MEETING MINUTES 

DATE: 2/11/2003 

 In attendance: R. Drever, K. Reilly, J. Sylvestre, A. Weinstein, J. Zweizig – (CIT); S. 
Ballmer, L. Cadonati, S. Chatterji, E. Katsovounidis, D. Shoemaker – (MIT); S. Mukherjee 
– (GEO); M. Ito, F. Raab, R. Rahkola – (LHO); E. Daw, J. Giami, R. Schofield, I. Yakushin 
– (LLO); B. Sathyaprakash – (Car); M. Ashley, J. McNabb, T. Summerscales, P. Sutton – 
(PSU); P. Saulson – (Syr); S. Klimenko – (UF); I. Leonor – (UofO) 

GEO S1 ANALYSIS STATUS REPORT 

SomaM: Circulated a report on the GEO Burst analysis last week.  Some of the 
figures need modifications.  Currently have produced EP triggers from six days of GEO 
S1 data – waiting to resolve some hardware problems.  Once resolved, the vetoed list 
will be delivered to LIGO for coincidence. 

LauraC: Has performed one pass of analysis which includes GEO’s MTFC (modified 
TFCLUSTERS) triggers.  All the code is in place to run with POWER and SLOPE 
triggers.  Results (summarized from this link) so far: 

• 55 hours of coincident data 

• 51 coincident events (time-domain only) 

• No events pass frequency-coincidence step (GEO’s sensitivity is in a slightly 
different band) 

LIGO S1 ANALYSIS STATUS REPORT 

What’s still needed? 

• Accurate, time-dependent calculations 

• Estimation of other systematic errors 

o Calibration 

http://emvogil-3.mit.edu/~cadonati/S1/GEO/GEO-MTFC.html
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o Background estimation 

o Coincidences 

o ETG efficiency 

o Threshold levels 

AlanW has been discussing these issues with PatrickB 

• Some documentation regarding choice of a “safety factor” and why it 
precludes the use of diagnostic triggers in S1 analysis 

RobertS to work on this 

How long will this take? 

Upcoming final pass analysis will use time-dependent calibrations and 
cover a more representative set of data as “playground data” 

Estimate 1 to 10 weeks, depending on the level of detail required 

Should we plan to inject ZM bursts as well as the sine-Gaussians and/or 
Gaussians? 

PeterS is skeptical that the sensitivity to ZM injections must be integrated 
over a 3-d distribution of sources.  Currently the sensitivity is created by a 
convolution of a 2-d model (either uniform distribution or galactic plane 
distribution at a fixed distance) with a 1-d scaling of amplitude 
simulating distance. 

S1 PUBLICATIONS PLAN 

Albert’s presentation to the AAAS on Tuesday, Feb. 18th 

How should we present our results w/o the results from above-
mentioned final pass? 

ErikK suggests a best- and worst-case scenario approach, using the best 
and worst calibration factors 

AlanW notes we are currently skewed towards the best-case scenario, as 
the point calibrations we used were close to the best achieved during S1 

JohnZ comments we  
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PeterS suggests we look at the range of time-dependent calibration factors 
and compare them to what we have used in the past to scale our 
sensitivity (to the worst-case scenario?) 

PatrickS warns that sensitivity to noise fluctuations will not be included 
in a simple scaling of calibration factor 

Other suggestions for the graph: need bigger fonts for axes, shading the 
excluded region of the graph, including the units on both axes 

AlanW and LauraC will work on implementing the calibration scaling 
into a presentable graph.  DavidS will help with the formatting. 

Practical estimate for creating a presentable graph: COB on Monday, Feb. 
10th 

Possible article in Phys. Rev. D 

For lack of a volunteer, PeterS will attempt a first draft of this article. 

A question whether it’s more appropriate to write an article as opposed 
to a letter was raised. 

LESSONS LEARNED FROM E9 

There is an excess rate of glitches in L1.  Some links to relevant observations 
obtained from recent emails to the bursts mailing list: 

• LauraC’s plots of the SLOPE and TFCLUSTERS ETG results, which includes 
a 5Hz periodic excess on 1/27 

• PatrickB’s plots using the POWER ETG showing, among other things, an 
excess rate of bursts with periodicity of ~51-55 seconds 

• JulienS’s email (via PeterS) suggested TFCLUSTERS does not see the same 
periodicity at first glance. 

• PatrickS’s email (via PeterS) uses post-E9 analysis with RayleighMonitor was 
looking for the 10Hz rate of glitches using finer resolution than normal.  
Generally “ratty” appearance, with three prominent bursts (no fixed 
periodicity). 

• RobertS submitted an elog entry on 2/9 regarding the same three bursts.  
Looking at the time series, this appears to be due to AS_Q dropping to 0 for 
short periods of time. 

http://lancelot.mit.edu/~cadonati/E9/BurstProd/E9-burstETGplots.html
http://www.lsc-group.phys.uwm.edu/~patrick/work/projects/e9/power/
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•  

S2 PREPARATIONS 

SciMon’s for S2 should be encouraged to identify possible glitches in AS_Q and 
correlated channels early in the run. 

GEO has the following plans for running during S2: 

• Will start taking data early- to mid-March (problems with optics is delaying 
running in signal recycling mode) 

• Will have two ETG’s (MTFC and EP) running off-site on both LIGO and 
GEO++ merged data. 

• Keneth Strain will be asked to attend the burst meeting next week to give an 
update on the GEO commissioning. 

AlanW is transferring his online burst script to the LDAS official dsorun/ website 

AlanW will continue to work with PatrickB and Duncan Brown to make sure 
online running works. 

MEETING ADJOURNED 
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